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Abstract-In heterogeneous network (HetNet), the combined
cell range extension (CRE) and enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination (eICIC) proposed by 3GPP is considered as the
most effective user association scheme. However, this scheme
requires strict frame synchronization between macrocells and
small cells. In this paper, we propose a Nash bargaining solution
(NBS) based user association scheme which does not require such
synchronization between cells in different tiers. The proposed
scheme formulates user association optimization problem as a
Nash bargaining problem. The objective is to maximize the
sum data rate related utility of all users in the overall system
while guaranteeing user's minimal data rate and considering
the user fairness. The simulation results show the proposed
scheme can achieve higher sum rate of all users and better user
fairness compared with the combined CRE and eICIC based
user association scheme. Moreover, the proposed scheme has low
computational complexity by applying Hungarian algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless data traffic increases exponentially in recent years
due to the proliferation of advanced user terminals and
bandwidth-greedy applications (e.g., mobile TV, smart phones,
tablets). According to the Cisco visual networking index (VNI)
Mobile, the overall mobile data traffic is expected to grow to
10.8 exabytes per month by 2016, an 18-fold increase over
2011 [1]. As a kind of cell densification, small cell is essential
to improve coverage and the spectrum efficiency, giving rise
to the concept of heterogeneous network (HetNet) [2] which
is introduced in the LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) standardization.
A HetNet uses a mix of macrocells and small cells in order to
bring the network closer to end users [3]. Small cell in LTE-A
networks is a general term referring to femtocell and picocell
with lower transmit power base station (BS) and lower height
antenna.

User association in HetNet refers to associating users with
a proper serving base station (BS). In the conventional user
association scheme, user connects to the BS from which it
receives the highest reference signal received power (RSRP).
Due to the low transmit power of BS in small cells, most
of the users will connect to the macro BS [4], which may
underutilize the small cells, making the small call deployment
ineffective.

To overcome the above issue, the cell range extension (CRE)
scheme is proposed by 3GPP [5]. In CRE scheme, the users'
RSRP from the small cell BSs is artificially increased by
adding a fixed bias to it in order to associate more users

to the small cells. [6] demonstrated the off-loading benefits
of the CRE scheme in terms of capacity improvement. The
problem of CRE scheme is that users who are forced to be
associated with the small cells by the added bias receive strong
interference from the macrocell [7]. Thus the off-loading
benefit may be offset by such strong interference.

Several interference mitigation schemes based on resource
partition principle have been proposed to solve the above
problem in CRE scheme. The inter-cell interference coordi
nation (ICIC) proposed by 3GPP Release 8 is a frequency
domain resource partition. In ICIC, neighbor BSs use different
sets of resource blocks at given time. However, ICIC is
designed for macro-only networks, and does not specifically
consider HetNet settings [3]. Unlike ICIC, enhanced inter-cell
interference coordination (eICIC) proposed by 3GPP Release
10 [8] is a time domain resource partition, and it is specified
for the HetNet. In recent literature, the combined CRE and
eICIC based user association scheme is regarded as the most
effective association scheme in HetNet [9].

Fig. 1. The principle of eICIC scheme.

Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of eICIC scheme, where
macro BS will remain silence for a period of time, termed
as Almost Blank Subframe periods (ABS periods), in its
transmission schedule, and the interfering small cell BS can
use the ABS periods for downlink transmission with little
interference from the macrocell. The length of ABS periods
and the user scheduling in the small cells are two crucial
factors in eICIC scheme. [10] adopted the predefinded static
ABS configuration, and the system performances with differ
ent bias values were evaluated. [11] proposed a scheduling
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Fig. 2. Illustration of 2-tier HetNet

Pm is the transmit power of BS m , gmn is the channel
gain between DEn and BS m , which includes pathloss and
shadowing, and (J"2 is the noise power level.

DEn's maximum achievable data rate, when BS m exclu
sively serves DEn, can be presented as

where W is the bandwidth BS m operates with.
In reality, DE's maximum achievable data rate decreases

when more DEs associated with the same BS at the same time.
We can assume that each DE receives a fraction of 1/N m of
the radio resource when connecting to BS m [13], where N m

is the effective load of BS m , which is defined as the number
of users associated with it.

(2)

(3)

(4)
N

n., == LXmn.
n=l

Cm n == Wlog 2 (1+ SINRm n ) .

SINRm n == -----------

generally serves more than one users, users associated with
the same BS need to share radio resource.

The user association matrix X is defined as

X
m n

== { 1, if DEn connects BS m . (1)
0, otherwise

The downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) of
DEn when connecting to BS m is as follows

Pmgm n

l: Pigi n + (J"2 '
iE{1,2, ... ,M},i-::j:m

strategy for eICIC where scheduling decision was only based
on the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback for ABS
and non-ABS periods in order to improve user throughput
and spectrum efficiency. However, eICIC needs frame syn
chronization between the macrocells and small cells, a pre
condition that could be difficult to satisfy especially when
the network contains the user deployed femtocells. Another
drawback of eICIC is that the ABS periods in eICIC may
degrade the throughout of macrocell [12].

The contributions of this paper are summarized as the
following:

1) In the proposed NBS based user association scheme, all
the macro BSs and pico BSs share the same frequency band
and transmit all the time, which overcomes the complicated
frame synchronization in eICIC.

2) The user association problem in HetNet is formulated
as a bargaining problem. NBS, a cooperative game theory,
is adopted to solve the above optimization problem, which
achieves the maximization of the sum data rate related utility
of all users, under users' minimal rate constrains, while
considering user fairness.

3) The scheme's computational complexity is effectively
reduced by dividing the proposed user association optimization
scheme into two steps. In the first step, Hungarian algorithm
is adopted to group all the BSs into pairs, which are defined
as coalitions. In the second step, the two BSs in the coalition
will negotiate the user association by a two-player bargain
ing scheme. These two steps take place iteratively until no
improvement can be achieved.

Thorough performance evaluations are carried out to com
pare the performance of the proposed NBS based user as
sociation scheme and the combined CRE and eICIC based
user association scheme. The results show that our proposed
scheme not only achieves larger sum rate of all users in the
HetNet, but also obtains higher user fairness.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the
system model. Section III describes the basics of the NBS.
Section IV formulates the problem, and presents the schemes
for two BSs and multiple BSs. Section V and section VI are
simulations and conclusions respectively.

Therefore, DEn's transmission rate when connecting to
BS m is

III. BASICS FORNASHBARGAINING SOLUTION

As a kind of cooperative game, NBS is a popular strat
egy to distribute resource among competing players. The
bargaining problem can be described as follows [14]: there
are M players competing for the resource. Each player
m (m E {I, 2"" ,M}) requires a minimal payoff u:;:in,
let umin == (u1min... umin . . . uMmin) Define U ==, 'm" .
(U1, ... ,Um , ' " ,UM), and U is a closed and convex sub-
set of RM to present the set of feasible payoff alloca
tion that the players can get when they cooperate. Since
the minimal payoff of each player must be guaranteed,

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, the downlink transmission of a HetNet is
considered. The HetNet consists of L-tiers BSs, as shown in
Fig. 2 with L == 2. Each tier models a particular type of BS. In
this system model, tier 1 is modeled with macro BSs and tier
2 is modeled with pico BSs. The pico BSs will be densely
deployed with low transmit power. All the macro and pico
BSs share the same frequency band and transmit all the time
as long as there are users associated with them.

There are N users distributed in the HetNet area, denoted
as DEn, n E {I, 2, ... ,N}, and in this area, there are M BSs
in total, denoted as BSm , m E {I, 2, ... ,M}, where BS 1 is
modeled as macro BS, and the rest are pico BSs. These users
want to connect to certain BS for transmission. We assume
one user can only connect to one BS at a time. But one BS

r m n == Cm n / N m · (5)
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(6)

(11)

{Um E UIUm 2 u:;:in, \1m E {I, 2,··· ,M}} is a nonempty
set. (U, umin) is called a M person bargaining problem. The
Nash bargaining problem can be formulated as follows

M
U* == argmax IT (Um - U:;:in) ,

U m=l
s.t. c; 2 U:;:in.

The axioms of fairness of this NBS is termed as NBS
fairness, which is explained in detail in [15]. According to
[16], if Um is concave upper-bounded function which has
convex support, there exists a unique NBS.

IV. PROPOSED NASH BARGAINING SOLUTION BASED
SCHEME

A. Problem Formulation
The user association problem in the HetNet can be modeled

as the Nash bargaining problem, since there will be a compe
tition between different BSs (e.g. macro BSs, pico BSs) for
users to connect to them.

The utility of DEn if it is associated with BSm is defined
as

(7)

where r~in is the minimal data rate required by DEn.
The logarithm function is widely used utility function [17]

which is concave and hence has diminishing benefit. This
property of logarithm function encourages user fairness where
allocating more resources to users with low rate is considered
desirable.

The payoff of BSm is defined as sum utility of all users
associated with it.

is to approximate the problem by its continuous relaxation
[18], where the constraint set is enlarged to include all convex
combinations of all the original points. Thus the constraints in
(10) X m n == {a, I} can be relaxed to °~ X m n ~ 1.

Therefore, the bargaining problem of user association in
HetNet can be described as following. Each BS has Um as
objective function, and Um is concave and upper-bounded
(refer to Appendix for proof), which has a nonempty, closed
and convex support. The optimization goal is to determine
X to maximize all Um simultaneously which guarantees
Um 2 U:;:in. In this paper, we set u:;:in as 0, which means
every user at least gets its required minimal data rate. The
problem is to design a simple and fast way to find X, and this
X is optimal, unique, and fair.

B. Scheme for Two-BS Case
In this subsection, the case when M == 2 is considered. BS 1

is modeled as a macro BS, BS 2 is modeled as a pico BS. This
scheme can also apply to the cases when BS 1 and BS 2 are
both modeled as macro BSs, or pico BSs. Inspired by the low
complexity algorithm in [18], the simple two-band partition is
applied to determine the user association.

The two-player game is to maximize the NBS utility U ==
(U1 - u1in) (U2 - U2in). Based on (10), the Lagrangian
function as a function of X m n can be written as

L = iI(u.; - U~in) +~An (tl X mn -1) ,
where An is the Lagrangian multiplier, by taking the Karush
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, substituting (9) into (11), the
derivative of (11) with respect X m n is

u:;:in is the minimal payoff of BSm . The last constrain of
(10) means each user must connect to one BS.

The user association optimization problem in (10) is a com
plicated integer programming problem, and the exact solution
of such problem usually involves an exhaustive search, which
is computationally prohibitive when the number of users is
large. One approach to such integer programming problem

(13)

(15)

(12)

In (r2n) - 1 - In (r~in)

U2 - u2 i n

( min)-1PI == U1 - U1 ,

Cmn/ n~l X mn, then equation (12) can be

where

Since r m n

written as
In (rl n ) - 1 - In (r~in)

U1 - u1in
The left side of equation (13) can be interpreted as the

marginal benefit for the macro BS (BS 1) if DEn connect to
it. The right side is the marginal benefit for the pico BS (BS 2 )

if DEn connect to it. We can determine whether DEn should
connect to the macro BS or pico BS by taking difference of
the left and right sides of equation (13).

(8)

(10)

N

c.; == L X m n· J-Lmn·

n=l

max.
x

s.t.

Substituting (4) (5) and (7) into (8), we can get

In this paper, the optimization goal is to determine which
DE n should be associated with BS m, such that the NBS
utility function U can be maximized.

M
U == IT (Um - U:;:in) ,

m=l
c.; 2 u:;:in, \1m

X m n == {a, I}, \1m, n

l:~=l X m n == 1, \In.
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and
TABLE I

TWO-BAND UE PARTITION ALGORITHM

C. Scheme for Multi-BS Case with Coalition

For the case where there are more than two BSs, the most
existing research focuses on solving the multiple users' cell
association problem among multiple BSs together in a central
ized way [17] [13], which will incur high computational com
plexity. In this paper, a two-step iterative scheme is proposed.
Firstly, BSs are grouped into pairs called coalitions. And then
for each coalition, the two-player bargaining scheme in Table
I is executed. The BSs are regrouped and re-bargaining until
convergence. In this way, the computational complexity can
be greatly reduced.

Grouping BSs into pairs is an assignment problem. The
most common way to solve this problem is the random
algorithm, where the BSs are randomly grouped into pairs
to bargain the user association. If the convergence speed is

We can see that f ((rln)Pl / (r2n)P2) is the marginal benefit
difference of the macro and pico BS when UEn is associated
with them. When f ((rln)Pl /(r2n)P2) > 0, UEn should be
associated to macro BS, otherwise, UEn should be associated
to pico BS. It is obvious that f ((rln)Pl / (r2n)P2) is monotonic
function with (rln)Pl / (r2n)P2. Then the index of DEs are
arranged to make (rln)Pl / (r2n)P2 decrease in n. With the
fixed PI and P2, f ((rln)Pl / (r2n)P2) is a monotonic function
of n, which is similar to the weighted maximization function
in [18]. And then the two-band partition algorithm can be
applied to solve the optimization problem (10) with M == 2.

The two-band DE partition algorithm can be described in
Table I, and in each iteration, PI and P2 are fixed. Firstly,
the initial PI, P2, and NBS utility U (0) are determined based
on the initial user association, and we set i == 1 (i is the
number of iteration). Then all the DEs are sorted in decreasing
order according to (rln)Pl /(r2n)P2. The first UEl , ... , UEn,
n E {I, 2, . .. ,N - I}, are arranged to connect to the macro
BS, and the rest of users connect to the pico BS. Every U (n)
is calculated, and the partition N == arg max U (n) is selected.

n
Um ax (i) == U (N) and i == i + 1 are set. The DE partition
process is repeated with the updated PI and P2 according to the
new partition N, until no more improvement can be achieved
for NBS utility U.

It is worthy mentioning that since Xmn == {O, I} is relaxed
to 0 < Xmn < 1, in the end, UEn with f ((rln)Pl / (r2n)P2) ==
owill be associated with BS I and BS2 simultaneously, and all
the other DEs will connect to either BS I or BS2 . As similarly
stated in [18], given the number of DEs is much larger than
the number of BSs, this UEn can be associated with either
BS arbitrarily without affecting the system performance.

This two-band user partition algorithm has complexity of
o (N2 ) for each iteration. The binary search algorithm can
further improve it with complexity 0 (Nlog2N) for each
iteration. According to the simulations, this two-band user
partition algorithm converges within two or three rounds.

Step 2. Sort the UEs
Arrange the UE index from the largest to smallest according to
(rln)Pl /(r2n)P2.

(19)

(18)

M M

max ~ ~ hijbi j,
h i=l j=l

M

s.t. 2: h i j == 1, Vj
i=l

M

~ h i j == 1, Vi
j=l

h i j E {O, I}, Vi,j.

where Ui and Uj are the ith BS's and jth BS's payoff after
bargaining, Ui and Uj are the ith BS's and jth BS's payoff
before bargaining. Obviously, bi i == 0 Vi and b is symmetric.
The proposed scheme in Table I can calculate each bi j Vi, j.
The computational complexity is 0 (M2 Nlog2N).

The coalition assignment matrix h is defined as

_ { 1, if BS i bargains with BS jh i j - .
0, otherwise

It is easy to see h is symmetric.
The assignment problem is how to group the bargaining

pair, in order to maximize the overall benefit.

Step 5. Update user association
If o;»: (i) ::; c;«; (i - 1)
The iteration ends.
Else
Update PI and P2 according to the new partition.
Set i = i + 1.
Go to step 2.
End

measured by the round of bargaining, this random algorithm
may converge slowly, since the bargaining in the randomly
grouped pair will have little utility improvement compared
with the utility before bargaining. In order to reduce the
computational complexity and speed up the convergence, the
Hungarian algorithm [19] can be used to solve such a assign
ment problem. This assignment problem will be modeled in
detail as below.

The benefit for ith BS bargaining with jth BS is defined as
bi j , which is the element of the matrix b.

Step 1. Initialization
Initialize the user association, such that BSrn's minimal payoff
can be guaranteed.
Calculate Um a x (0) (which is U (0)), PI and oz.
Set i = 1.

Choose the two-band partition ~ = arg max U (n)

which generates the largest U satisfyi":tg the constraints.
Set Um a x (i) = U (~).

Step 3. For n = 1, . .. ,N - 1
UEI, ..., UEn connect to the macro BS;
UEn+I, ..., UEN connect to the pico BS;
Calculate U (n).
end

(16)(
T T umin)-lP2 == u2 - 2 .
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Due to the minimization goal of the Hungarian algo
rithm, the optimization goal of (19) can be modified as 

M M 
min Y, E hijBij, where B^ = -b^. The procedure of this 

h 4 = 1 j = l 
Hungarian algorithm can be described as Table II. 

TABLE II 
THE PROCEDURE OF HUNGARIAN ALGORITHM 

Step 1: in each row of B, subtract the row minimum from the entries 
in that row, 
-each row has at least one zero. 
Step 2: in each column of B, subtract the column minimum from the 
entries in that column, 
-each row and each column has at least one zero. 
Step 3: select rows and columns, and draw line across them, 
-all the zeros are covered and the number of lines are minimum. 
Step 4: if the number of lines = M 
-the procedure is done, 
-select a combination from the modified matrix, and the sum of such 
combination is zero. 
if the number of lines < M 
-go to step 5. 
Step 5: find the smallest entry that are not covered by any lines, 
-subtract it from each entry which is not covered by the lines, 
-add it to the each entry which is covered by the lines, 
-go to step 3. 

The NBS based scheme for multi-BS is shown in Table III 

TABLE III 
N B S BASED SCHEME FOR MULTI-BS 

Step 1. Initialize the user association 
Associate all users to BSs, every BS has its connecting users, and BSm 's 
minimal payoff is guaranteed. 
Step 2. Group coalition 
If the number of BSs is odd, a dummy BS is created, and no 
BS bargains user association with this dummy BS. 
-Random Algorithm: Group the 2-BS coalition randomly. 
-Hungarian Algorithm: the coalition is grouped by the algorithm in Table II 
Step 3. Bargain in each coalition 
Bargain the user association by the algorithm in Table I (except for Step 1) 
Step 4. Repeat 
Go back to Step 2, until no further improvement can be achieved 
i.e„ b is equal to zero matrix. 

The complexity of Hungarian algorithm is O (M3), there
fore the overall complexity for each round of the proposed 
scheme is O (M2Nlog2N + M3) . The simulations indicate 
that the proposed scheme mostly converges within one to four 
rounds, while if we use group the BSs randomly, it will not 
converge until about 12 rounds. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, the results of simulation and results analysis 
are presented. The downlink of a HetNet is simulated to test 
the performance improvement of the proposed NBS based user 
association scheme. In the simulation, 3 pico BSs are located 
along the circle with macro BS as center, and radius as 120m. 
Users are randomly distributed in the HetNet area. 

The basic simulation parameters for the simulation are 
shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter 
Bandwidth 

Transmit power of macro BS 
Transmit power of pico BS 

Noise power 
Pathloss between macro BS to UE 
Pathloss between pico BS to UE 

Log-normal shadowing fading 
User required minimal rate 

Number of drops 

Value 
10MHz 
46dBm 
30dBm 

-174dBm/Hz 
128.1 + 37.61og10d (km) [20] 
140.7 + 36.71og10d (fcm) [20] 

lOdB [20] 
100Kbps [15] 

200 

The performance of the proposed NBS based user associ
ation scheme (NBS scheme) is compared with the combined 
CRE and elCIC based user association scheme (CRE-elCIC 
scheme) in [6]. 

The CRE works in the following manner. Suppose the cell 
selection bias of cell i is 5t (in our simulation, the bias for 
all the picoells is set to be 15dB [21]). rsrPi is the RSRP (in 
dBm) from cell i as measured by a UE. Here, a cell could be 
a picocell or a macrocell. Then, the UE associates with cell k 
such that 

Jfc = argmax(rsrp i+«J i). (20) 

In the CRE-elCIC scheme, predefined static ABS config
uration is used, and max-min capacity scheduler is adopted, 
where the users in a picocell are ordered according to their 
SINR in non-ABS periods, and the worst users are scheduled 
in the ABS periods and the rest of users are scheduled in 
the non-ABS periods. This scheduling method maximizes the 
minimum capacity of all the users in a picocell. 

Without clearly indication, 80 users are distributed in the 
HetNet area (here is the area with macro BS as center, and 
radius as 167m [13]), and the length of ABS periods in the 
CRE-elCIC scheme is 0.5. 

_ 1-4 
< 
B 1.2 

- The proposed NBS scheme 
- CRE-elCIC scheme 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
The Length of ABS Periods (Beta) 

Fig. 3. Sum rate of all users with different ABS periods length (0) 

Fig. 3 shows the sum rate of all users of two schemes with 
different ABS periods lengths. /3 is defined as the ratio of the 
number of ABSs to the number of all available subframes. 
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(21)

When the time duration of a frame is normalized, (1 - (3) de
notes the length of non-ABS periods, and {3 denotes the length
of ABS periods. Here the different values of {3 are assumed
for the static {3 value for the CRE-eICIC scheme. From the
Fig. 3 we can see our proposed NBS scheme outperforms the
other scheme. Due to the fact that the proposed NBS scheme
does not differentiate ABS and non-ABS periods, the sum
rate of all users remains almost constant with different ABS
periods lengths. In the CRE-eICIC scheme, the sum rate of all
users decreases with the growth of {3 value. This is because
this scheme adopts predefined static ABS configuration. With
larger value of {3, the less time duration the macrocell can
use for transmission, which makes the spectrum cannot be
fully utilized, but the number of users associated with picocell
remains the same, which makes the high SINR in the ABS
periods cannot be fully exploited.

Fig. 4. CDF of user data rate

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of user data rate cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of these two schemes. From the
Fig. 4 we can see the CDF of the proposed NBS scheme
catches up the CDF of CRE-eICIC scheme at the rate of
0.45 * 107 bps. This is because the proposed scheme fully
considered the user fairness, which provides a more uniform
user experience by taking recourses from the strong users
with good channel conditions, such that more users can get
desirable data rate. The proposed NBS scheme improves the
data rate of most users, particularly those with low rate in the
CRE-eICIC scheme.

Fig. 5 is the comparison of sum rate of all users of these
two schemes with the increase of user number in the HetNet
area. It is obvious from the figure that with the increase of
number of users in the HetNet area, the sum rate of all users
in our proposed scheme is almost the same, which can be
explained by the fact that the proposed NBS scheme is a
fair user association scheme, no matter how many users there
are in the area, all the spectrum can be fairly allocated to all
users. However, the sum rate of all users in the CRE-eICIC
scheme decreases with the growth of user number. This is
because the max-min capacity scheduler used in the CRE
elCIC scheme only benefits the users with adverse channel

Fig. 5. Sum rate of all users with different user number

Fig. 6. The Jain's fairness index

conditions, while penalizing the users with comparatively
better channel conditions. In the CRE-eICIC scheme, only the
users with adverse channel conditions will be scheduled in
the ABS periods, with more users in the area, more users will
be scheduled in the non-ABS periods, resulting in the cell
congestion and data rate degradation.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of user fairness in these
two schemes with the increase of user number. The widely
accepted Jain's fairness index (JF!) is used, which is defined
as

(2:;;=1 rn ) 2
J == N 'Nl:n = l r~

where r n is data rate of DEn when the user association is
determined.

The larger J indicates more fairness between users. From
the Fig. 6, it is obvious that the proposed scheme is always
superior to the other scheme in terms of fairness. As explained
before, the proposed scheme can fairly associate user to proper
serving BS, such that the fairness index value always remains
high level with the increase of users. While the fairness index
value of CRE-eICIC scheme decreases with the user growth.
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The more users in the HetNet area, the discrimination of data
rate among users is more obvious.

According to [22], the function is concave function if the
determinants have the following pattern without all zeros.

8
2U

m == _ (L~=l xmn) -1, i -I- j, i, j E {I, 2, ... ,N}. [13]
8Xm i 8Xm j

(23)
The Hessian of function (9) is obtained by the second order [14]

partial derivative [15]

(30)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose the NBS based user association
scheme which does not need the complicated frame synchro
nization required in the combined CRE and eICIC based
scheme. In our NBS scheme, the user association optimization
problem in HetNet is formulated as the Nash Bargaining
problem which aims to maximize the sum data rate related
utility of all users. User's minimal data rate is guaranteed
and the user fairness is taken into consideration. This scheme
has two steps. Firstly, Hungarian algorithm is used to group
BSs into coalitions. Secondly, in the coalition, two BSs will
bargain the user association via two-band user partition. These
two steps will take place iteratively until no improvement
can be achieved through re-grouping and re-bargaining. The
proposed scheme has the low computational complexity of
o (M 2 Nlog2N + M 3

) for each iteration.
The performance evaluation shows that compared with the

combined CRE and eICIC based user association scheme, the
proposed NBS user association scheme not only improves the
sum data rate of all users, but also provides a more uniform
user experience, enhancing user fairness.

ApPENDIX

The second order partial derivative of function (9) with
respect X m n is

The determinants of these leading principal matrices are

det (D 1 ) < 0, (28)

det (D 2 ) == det (D 3 ) == ... == det (D N) == O. (29)
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